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Our headquarters in Our headquarters in 
Minden, Nevada Minden, Nevada 
occupies over 6,800 occupies over 6,800 
square feet in the heart square feet in the heart 
of the beautiful Carson of the beautiful Carson 
Valley.  Skiing in the Valley.  Skiing in the 
Sierra Mountains is Sierra Mountains is 
close by, as well as close by, as well as 
soaring and gliding at soaring and gliding at 
the Mindenthe Minden--Tahoe Tahoe 
Airport.Airport.



Standard office systems Standard office systems 
are in place for copying, are in place for copying, 
faxing, mailing, and faxing, mailing, and 
supply management at supply management at 
each of our three offices.each of our three offices.

Our office represents Beneficial Designs and Our office represents Beneficial Designs and 
is proud to exhibit our history of work and is proud to exhibit our history of work and 
projects to guests and visitors through projects to guests and visitors through 
displays, examples, and informative displays, examples, and informative 
company literature.  company literature.  



Workstations in our facility are Workstations in our facility are 
networked to a main server networked to a main server 
located at our Minden, Nevada located at our Minden, Nevada 
headquarters. In addition to our headquarters. In addition to our 
main server, several other main server, several other 
MindenMinden--based servers organize based servers organize 
company email correspondence, company email correspondence, 
list serves, and archived project list serves, and archived project 
files. Our company website and files. Our company website and 
other websites developed by other websites developed by 
Beneficial Designs are hosted Beneficial Designs are hosted 
offsite. offsite. 



OffOff--site employees and consultants site employees and consultants 
are linked to Beneficial Designs by are linked to Beneficial Designs by 
a higha high--speed network that allows speed network that allows 
us to meet special needs often us to meet special needs often 
required by testrequired by test--monitoring or data monitoring or data 
collection. collection. 



Our conference center in Minden is equipped Our conference center in Minden is equipped 
with the necessary resources for netwith the necessary resources for net--meeting meeting 
communication, video conferencing, and communication, video conferencing, and 
various multivarious multi--media presentations. media presentations. 

This room also houses our library This room also houses our library 
of recreation publications and text of recreation publications and text 
material specific to rehabilitation material specific to rehabilitation 
that is uniquely complied to our that is uniquely complied to our 
work. work. 

The Clinic area also includes a matThe Clinic area also includes a mat--
evaluation area used for subject testing in evaluation area used for subject testing in 
many research projects.many research projects.



Much of our standards development Much of our standards development 
requires us to characterize the fitness requires us to characterize the fitness 
levels of our subjects.  This is done using levels of our subjects.  This is done using 
various equipment in our clinical testing various equipment in our clinical testing 
area located in our Minden facility. area located in our Minden facility. 



We have complete We have complete 
machine shops in our machine shops in our 
Minden facility Minden facility 
including mill, lathe, including mill, lathe, 
beadbead--blasting and other blasting and other 
equipment needed to equipment needed to 
create prototypes and create prototypes and 
adaptive recreation adaptive recreation 
equipment.equipment.



We have TIG welders and We have TIG welders and 
OxyOxy--acetylene welding and acetylene welding and 
brazing torches in our Minden brazing torches in our Minden 
facility. The Minden facility facility. The Minden facility 
now has MIG welding and now has MIG welding and 
Plasma cutting capability Plasma cutting capability 
allowing us to weld or cut allowing us to weld or cut 
almost any kind of metal from almost any kind of metal from 
aluminum and steel to exotic aluminum and steel to exotic 
alloys.alloys.



Our prototype model shop is equipped with a Our prototype model shop is equipped with a 
wide assortment of hand and power tools wide assortment of hand and power tools 
such as band saws, a drill press, grinders, such as band saws, a drill press, grinders, 
polishing wheels, and sanders.polishing wheels, and sanders.



We have specific areas dedicated to We have specific areas dedicated to 
material and document storage (over material and document storage (over 
2000 sqft. in Minden facility). Our 2000 sqft. in Minden facility). Our 
inventory of hardware, components, and inventory of hardware, components, and 
raw materials is an asset for rapid raw materials is an asset for rapid 
prototyping. prototyping. 
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